Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Product reviews have become an important part of decision making especially for individuals but also for organizations and companies when making buying decisions. This also relates to reviews on services and alike. One of the major problems faced in this context refers to *opinion spamming* which includes especially the notion of writing fake reviews to promote (or demote) certain products. Opinion spamming can go along the lines of individuals trying to work as influencing bodies. Even more so, fake review groups have become a popular means of enhanced opinion spamming. That is, here we are concerned about spam detection in a collaborative setting as well as the question on how to discover fake review groups.

Opinion spamming and opinion mining are closely related to the field of sentiment analysis. Sentiment analysis refers to extracting opinions and/or emotions from documents or just simple pieces of text. While sentiment analysis can be used to investigate diverse media such as audio, video or images, we are mainly focused on extracting sentiments from written texts.

To be more specific, recent challenges arising while conducting sentiment analysis incorporate those occurring within the area of detecting fake reviews and spam. Social media, online vendor websites and other websites generally contain fake entries, comments and reviews \[[@CR38]\]. Although responsible companies advertise that they follow their responsibility by deleting purchased reviews, agencies such as the Fivestar Marketing AG continue to offer fake review services which they present as allegedly legal methods \[[@CR16], [@CR29]\]. This phenomenon is known in academia and even to the public; see, e.g., \[[@CR2], [@CR28]\]. Also word-of-mouth tells us that there are a wealth of fake review groups all around the world without yet being detected.

To act against such distortions of public opinion, there are different measures that can be applied. For instance, the author's reputation could be checked and duplicates should be identified \[[@CR39]\]. In \[[@CR20]\], we see a wealth of data types that can be used in detection techniques. Moreover, these authors provide a review in the area of detection of spam reviews as well as related spam detection methods and techniques.

In this paper, we survey -- again -- the issue of opinion spamming and especially fake review groups. Several questions are considered.

One of the questions is related to languages, i.e., to which extent are websites under different language regimes revealing a different approach; see, e.g., \[[@CR47]\] for the Chinese market.How much value is in a report?Are reviews authentic? \[[@CR40]\]Another research question, may be not necessarily an opportune one, relates to how a fake review group has to be set up so that detection with existing algorithms is difficult. This question should not necessarily increase the number of fake reviews but allow researchers to investigate new algorithms and methods to account for these settings.If opinion spamming refers to providing wrong or false information in reviews to misguide consumers and influence product sales, we might not necessarily have a comprehensive view on the subject. This is due to the fact that information in fake reviews may even be correct. How to deal with correct reviews from fake reviewers? (This would even open up the issue of having mystery shoppers included in the ball game.)

Elaborating on the above questions and the methods at hand (see the above or below references), after some more comprehensive but yet selective literature review, we start by using some frequent item set mining method to find a set of candidate groups. Behavioral models may investigate possible collusion among fake reviewers. Though, if we define groups based on different settings and relationships we end up in something that may just be related to reviewed products.[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} In literature attempts are seen that successfully label fake review groups. Therefore, in our research we investigate both sides. On one hand we describe different approaches and models to set up fake review groups. On the other hand we apply available methods to see to which extent these groups may be discovered. This includes the extension of item sets as well as the specific "training" of related methods to find or not find what we have set. We conclude with managerial implications for both sides, i.e., the way of setting up those groups as well as the definition of methods aimed at detecting them. We end up -- on a meta-level -- with some critical reflection upon such research efforts, food for thought.

Opinion Spamming Issues and Literature Review {#Sec2}
=============================================

Generally, information may be viewed as purpose-oriented knowledge, demonstrating their use under various conditions and developments in reality to let decision makers take some actions; action-determined knowledge might be a similar focus. We define *information management* as purpose-oriented provision, processing, and distribution of the resource information for decision support as well as the provision of respective infrastructure \[[@CR45]\]. That is, information management is understood, among others, as an instrument for making information distribution operable for an enterprise as well as for decision makers. In that respect it becomes an enabler for efficient business operations. Though, information management also has to enable decision makers to distinguish between different types of information when taking decisions: objective information (that would be needed), subjective information (a decision maker might think is needed), available information (including misleading or wrong information like fake information). Moreover, one might distinguish regarding the ease or difficulty of being able to reach some information. With that opinion spamming might be seen as part of information management.

In the spirit as mentioned in the introduction, papers stressing the reasoning for the advent of fake reviews seem to be a dime a dozen. Often, we also see connections to different words having the same or slightly different meaning, like deception theory, in the sense that reviews influence in the same way as information management tells us, e.g., that 'one cannot not communicate,' among others; see, e.g., \[[@CR45]\] and some references therein. But, no matter where we consult the topic, fake reviews and opinion spamming are meant to increase the popularity (and at the end the revenues of related companies) of products, services, etc. Online reviews, influencers and alike are becoming more and more popular. Companies often use that kind of attention to post (or let others do so) reviews in favor of their own products and services or against those of other companies.

Spamming can be done by individuals \[[@CR28]\] or by groups, where a coordination effort can be undertaken or not, i.e., individuals are possibly working together without explicitly knowing. Individuals can be on hire or just sellers of one or more products promoting themselves and their products or services. In case of groups there may be coordinated efforts regarding people spamming while they have a homogenous or even a diverse background.

Next, we provide pointers to survey papers in the area, refer to the discussion of related issues on a meta-level and also mention some legal issues. Moreover, we provide references specifically dealing with fake review groups.

Survey Papers {#Sec3}
-------------

Opinion spamming can be seen as a subfield of sentiment analysis. In sentiment analysis one studies phenomena along the extraction of opinions and/or emotions from documents like text, among others. Surveys on sentiment analysis seem to be a dime a dozen; for some recent examples see, e.g., \[[@CR19], [@CR25], [@CR27], [@CR39], [@CR51]\]. Reviews/surveys focusing on opinion spamming and the detection of fake reviews include \[[@CR8], [@CR20], [@CR23], [@CR40]\].

An interesting observation, even if we might over-exaggerate a little, is that this area seems to have a larger proportion of surveys and reviews over original research papers than other areas (see also \[[@CR27]\]).

An example for a recent and more or less comprehensive survey is \[[@CR23]\]. They boil their search down to some 76 relevant papers or studies within a dozen years from 2007--2018 written in English. While we do not doubt the good intentions of the authors in finding some good references and conclusions, a considerable number of papers cited in our paper is not cited in theirs', though their search string should have found them. Moreover, if we understood their settings correctly, even their own paper would not have been found assuming the time horizon was extended to 2019. This could happen, e.g., if the searched databases for the study and the publication outlet for the study are not coinciding.

Meta-Level and the Value of Reviews {#Sec4}
-----------------------------------

Opinion spamming is also observed on a meta-level. This means that we are not necessarily interested in individual reviews and their impact but more on generic issues regarding reviewing or evaluating in general. Among others, this relates to the knowledge of the public to which extent reviews could be manipulated. While even newspapers and magazines report about this in an ongoing manner \[[@CR16], [@CR28], [@CR29]\], the comprehension still seems quite different in different settings. For instance, in \[[@CR2]\] it is argued whether it pays for a company to inform the public about the (possible) existence of fake reviews. For a well-established brand this may be beneficial while new kids on the block might be better off to let independent sources (like the mentioned newspapers) report on this. Using more or less bad prejudice, our interpretation of that and related studies is that have-nots are get-nots ('if you are born poor you will stay poor').

From an academic standpoint discussions on the meta-level can often be found in marketing as well as information systems outlets. As an example see the journal where papers like \[[@CR2]\] have appeared.

Different social media platforms are building the foundation of reviews and opinion mining. This does not only concern the internet but also media like Twitter or Instagram. Especially on the latter platforms, we see some means of influencer marketing involving endorsements and product placement from people and/or organizations who have a purported level of social influence in their field. An influencer may provide testimonial advertising or play the role of a potential user or buyer. Their actions and behavior may be more subtle than that of professionals like journalists, academics or industry analysts.

Let us first exemplify regarding the use of Twitter and alike for opinion mining. Subjective user opinions of mobility networks can be used to judge upon the satisfaction level of users of mass transit systems, especially in the case of disturbances \[[@CR18], [@CR26]\]. Based on these social media platforms it is possible to design a system architecture allowing to automatically capture the user comprehension and perspective based on sentiment analysis of the user-generated content. Being aware of data security issues, users or customers may be used or exploited as sensors of mobility dynamics (in a sense contributing towards the building of heatmaps), indicating where and how disturbances are observed within the public transport network. Nowcasting or microblogging from messages posted on Twitter provides real-time sensing of traffic-related information.

\[[@CR35]\] study the motivations behind incentivized consumer reviews generated via influencer marketing campaigns.

Some of the issues related to opinion mining and opinion spamming concern the implications that reviews may have not only towards other users or potential customers but also as a feedback mechanism towards the company itself. Once analyzed in detail, reviews, whether they are fake reviews or real ones, may help to improve or advance services and products. That is, suggestions, tips and advice, which are often explicitly sought and needed by both brand owners and consumers may be seen as suggestions and the related task of mining suggestions from opinionated text on social media may be termed *suggestion mining* \[[@CR32]\]. Once interpreted in a slightly different way, this may also be viewed as crowdsourcing; see, e.g., \[[@CR30]\]. This connection to crowdsourcing and the possibility of disintermediation between customers and companies is also exemplified in \[[@CR44]\].

Let us take a different domain as an example: Writing nice book reviews can be an art and still they may be fake reviews. Consider, e.g., the phrase "This book has a solid cover; so far for its advantages." Actually this need not be a fake review and even the issue whether the sentiment can be discovered as negative might not be clear in all cases. Based on this, let us turn towards the following question: How much value is in a report?

Considering book reviews, we may consult \[[@CR7]\] as they refer to the characteristic of a product or a service being hedonic, including books (while our example in the Appendix, Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, might not be what they mean). Hedonic aspects of products are even more difficult to evaluate than technical ones. In this case, opinion leaders, such as critics, may serve as key informants to consumers (later we may also come to the case of mystery shoppers who are somewhat different). The study of \[[@CR7]\] considers the different roles and incentives of literary critics and how they influence the success of books. Similar issues actually also hold for movies. Both involve multisensory, fantasy, emotive aspects and relate to symbolic motives. Moreover, the diffusion patterns of these products are also different than technical ones. Nevertheless, fake reviews may be an issue, too. Extending the above-mentioned issues, \[[@CR42]\] provide elasticities as standardized measures for the relationships between the success of different types of products like movies or video games and critics' volume, average, positive and negative valence, and the variation in critics' appeal; like other issues in this paper, food for thought.

Without going too much into detail, language might have a major impact regarding opinion spamming as there may be native speakers publishing in their own language, non-native speakers publishing in other languages than their mother tongue. While most of the companies that we may look at, are using multiple language environments, this need not be true in general. An interesting issue is to which extent this influences the behavior of opinion spammers and their possible detection.

For examples considering the issues in different languages see, e.g., \[[@CR36]\] (Russian) and \[[@CR47]\] (Chinese).

Legal Issues {#Sec5}
------------

Fake reviews may be judged differently throughout the world according to different legal policies and laws. That is, often spamming may become a legal issue and the question arises to which extent lawmakers have done a good job to set up an environment where lawbreakers may be prosecuted; see, e.g., \[[@CR22]\] for an Australian investigation. A comprehensive consideration with a focus on US law is given by \[[@CR44]\]. The overall question, though, refers to the fact that lawmakers still seem to have considerable difficulties to set the pace on an international transboundary level.

Recently, to give some specific example, the German Bundesgerichtshof decided a specific case (regarding Yelp) such that reputation software may be used to filter reviews \[[@CR4]\]. The problem that seems inherent is that the quality of the software and its algorithms is nontransparent.

Touching the information management issue is done in \[[@CR34]\].

Literature on Fake Review Groups {#Sec6}
--------------------------------

When opinion mining aims to summarize the amount of appreciation and criticism in a given text, this may be done favorably also or especially in a collaborative effort, i.e., using fake review groups. Fake review groups relate to opinion spamming in a collaborative effort. There are quite a few sources available studying spam detection in this setting including \[[@CR6], [@CR31], [@CR48], [@CR49]\].

Considering fake review groups means forming (eventually artificial) communities that are working together to increase the possible influence of their opinions. Analyzing community structures built through abnormal non-random positive interactions is done, e.g., by \[[@CR6]\]. On the one hand one has fake reviewers who eventually post spam reviews and/or support comments of others, especially fellow group members. Through extensive experimental analysis, \[[@CR6]\] show the impact of a community-based approach in terms of accuracy and reliability. They show that their approach can successfully identify spam reviews without relying on review content, while achieving the same level of accuracy as state-of-the-art pure content-based classifiers. Once calling the same or similar issues as coming from deception theory we may refer to, e.g., \[[@CR50]\].

We should note that the issue of fake reviews may be different in different settings (while we have not yet put any evidence on related commonalities and differences). Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} in the appendix provides examples with comments and references regarding various related events observed over time.

Methods {#Sec7}
=======

Various algorithms are available, mostly coming from areas such as machine learning, statistics and operations research. Besides describing the methods themselves, one also needs to think about possible datasets.

A Sketch of Available Methods {#Sec8}
-----------------------------

The above mentioned survey papers also include a comprehensive list of references regarding available methods. In the sequel, we first summarize a few pointers and then sketch a limited number of available methods.

Binomial regression: \[[@CR41]\]Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA): \[[@CR11]\]

An example for a comparative implementation of different supervised techniques such as Support Vector Machine (SVM), Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB), and Multilayer Perceptron can be found in \[[@CR21]\]. The presented results indicate that all the mentioned supervised techniques can successfully detect fake reviews with more than 86% accuracy.

In \[[@CR11]\] an unsupervised topic-sentiment joint probabilistic model based on an LDA model is proposed. To be more specific, the automatic identification of topics to describe the distribution of words within a considered cluster is related to LDA. LDA is a generative probabilistic model proposed by \[[@CR3]\], which has been successfully used to identify latent topics within corpora. In a nutshell, LDA assumes that documents in a corpus are represented as random mixtures over latent topics and, in turn, each topic is characterized by a distribution over a set of words. For each document in a corpus, the generative process of the words included in that document works as follows: (i) Select a topic from a multinomial distribution, and (ii) select a word from that topic. Thus, LDA is about estimating two probability matrices, i.e., a document-topic matrix, giving the probability that a certain document contains a latent topic, and a topic-word matrix, modeling the probability that a latent topic uses a certain word. For an in-depth presentation of LDA, along with its application to topic modeling, document classification, and collaborative filtering we direct the interested reader to \[[@CR3]\].

Further references include the following. In \[[@CR52]\], an interesting approach is followed regarding spam detection. While this is not the same as fake review detection, the approach itself is worth being considered. Actually, as a starting point, the authors use a wrapper-based feature selection method to extract crucial features. Second, a decision tree is chosen as the classifier model with a well-known training approach. Actually, particle swarm optimization (PSO) is used to solve the related problem. In \[[@CR10]\] the geolocation features of shops are included.

Datasets {#Sec9}
--------

The survey of \[[@CR23]\] lists a table with some ten references with various datasets used by the cited authors, including those from Amazon, Datatang, Resellerratings and TripAdvisor. The number of reviewers goes from a couple of hundreds towards a bit more than a million where multiple reviews by the reviewers have been performed in some up to many cases.

Datasets used in \[[@CR21]\] are mimicking cases from Amazon and TripAdvisor. Amazon Mechanical Turk can also be used to generate datasets; see \[[@CR33]\] for an example to do so.

Conclusions {#Sec10}
===========

In this paper we have looked at opinion spamming based on selected literatures. Implicitly an information management approach gave us a slightly different edge over existing reviews. In passing, we have seen quite a few issues that are worth being explored further. In that sense we can see the value of this paper as one initializing further research. Let us distinguish between some food for thought and some explicit future research directions.

Lessons Learned and Food for Thought {#Sec11}
------------------------------------

One of the questions not comprehensively answered in current research relates to what a fake review is or can be and who is responsible for it. Let us provide a recent example from a platform like Ebay or Amazon. Let us assume that we bought some item (say, a face mask) from some vendor for a certain price and we provided a good review (say good value for money given the paid price). Based on the current situation (early 2020 with the spread of the corona virus) the price was multiplied by a factor of, say, about five to six or even more. Now our review is still in the system but the basic notion of good value for money has turned and we would have dared to give any star if we would have known or paid the current price. That is, the vendor made our review and those of fellow reviewers a fake review. How is this detected?

In the area of public transport where we are dealing with the provision of services as a product, we have seen the use of Twitter etc. for traffic-related comments (see Sect. [2.2](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}). These are reviews, too; they are or may be opinionate and one might learn how to set up an environment where fake reviews are not so frequent.

Academic papers are supposed to be 'peer-'reviewed, too. Though, also that system may be flawed and one might have to think on how to cope with that \[[@CR9], [@CR13]\].

Future Research {#Sec12}
---------------

Future research should enhance different views on fake reviews. Interesting observations could be done by mystery shoppers. Mystery shopping is a form of participant observation, which uses especially trained persons to perform the tasks of buyers to let personnel believe that they are serving real customers or real potential customers. For an entry point to mystery shoppers we refer to, e.g., \[[@CR24], [@CR46]\]. For specific applications in the above mentioned public transport context see, e.g., \[[@CR15], [@CR43]\].

While a mystery shopper might not have the same computing capability standing behind an automatic evaluation of reviews, he/she might be able to judge upon statements and judgements based on real experience. Based on that experience mirrored with automatic evaluations, a different kind of training approach might be observed worth being explored as future research. If this is seen in the light of algorithm development, we might actually see advanced methods for fake review detection.

Appendix {#Sec13}
========

In this appendix we provide a hands-on set of arguments why fake reviews might be an issue; see, e.g., \[[@CR12], [@CR17]\]. Moreover, we survey quite a few companies and settings in which fake reviews may have some major impact; see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.Fig. 1.Searching on Amazon; example

Let us exemplify possible reasons for fake reviews. First of all, there are many advisors trying to support businesses in selling on online platforms. And, secondly, there is their advise. As a producer one provides detailed product descriptions, high-quality images and videos, competitive pricing and possibly some customer service. Once this has been set up and one tries to be sold through an e-commerce or online platform, there are eventually recommendations of the system, rankings and alike. If one does not make it to the 'first' page, one might be overseen. Customers might use some sorting and check for one or two pages, not more, do they? Therefore, an online seller might have to understand how a product ranking works (and of course the specificity of the request might do the job, too). There are actually two types to consider.

Traditional Search Rank. This is where your product appears when someone does a search for a related keyword; this is related to common search engines.The Buy Box. This is where Amazon differs from many others. The buy box is a box that can be found on the product page that customers click on to an item to their shopping cart (see especially the upper part and the right hand upper corner of Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). When multiple sellers offer the same item, one has to compete to appear there. Fig. 2.Settings of fake review groups.

Advise goes on in claiming that sellers should price their items competitively, maintain a positive selling history, increase sales and provide thorough product information. Actually, maintaining a positive selling history includes as a tip to actively seek (positive) reviews. Moreover, it is claimed that buying fake reviews is an offence, but the way it is done, it makes the issue an interesting one in any dimension. That is, based on the importance of reviews and the traditional literature review defecting model, now many reviewers have become more advanced. Together with the sellers and an intermediate service company, they possibly build up (more or less large) communication groups using well-known social media like Facebook, Whats'app, Wechat etc. and continue to involve new members to anti-fake reviewer defection, trying to hide themselves deeply and pretend to be real reviewers. If one searches for review groups on Facebook, one actually can find many of them. Units can be country-oriented with the most prominent examples found in Germany, the USA and China. The group focuses on involving more and more new reviewers, closely related to a snowball system. Based on the different historical development with established and new users, reviews are more likely accepted by any review detection system. The classical idea is that each fake reviewer gets free products eventually supplemented by a commission (say, within 5--30 US\$, depending on the value of the product and the urgency of reviews needed). Moreover, the commission fee may be different depending on whether, e.g., photos or videos are included. In a sense, fake reviewer groups have developed a 3-layer distribution system (see Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).Table 1.Companies and webpages, study objectsCompany/webpageArea specificationsComments(Selected) references[Alibaba.com](https://www.alibaba.com/)E-commerce platform (main focus on business-to-business)[Alexpress.com](https://alexpress.com/) as an online shopping company belongs to Alibaba\[[@CR5]\][Amazon.com](https://www.amazon.com/)Technology company focusing on e-commerce, cloud computing etc.Listed on Nasdaq. Many data sets for further study and comparison can be found on the web\[[@CR1]\], for data sets see, e.g., \[[@CR6]\][Booking.com](https://www.booking.com/)LodgingCompanies like [Booking.com](https://www.booking.com/) have decreased the possibilities for fake reviews by allowing only actual users of their reservation system who have booked and stayed in a particular hotel to write a review about it[Google.com](https://www.google.com/)Web search engineThe company also includes Google Play and many others\[[@CR37]\][Taobao.com](https://www.taobao.com/)E-commerce platform (main focus on consumer-to-consumer)[TripAdvisor.com](https://www.tripadvisor.com/)Transportation, lodging, travel experiences, and restaurantsListed on the Nasdaq, includes Expedia etc.\[[@CR14], [@CR22]\][Yelp.com](https://m.yelp.com/)Business directory service and crowdsourced review forumTraded at NYSE. Occasionally, journalists say "to yelp" when they mean "to write an online review"\[[@CR4]\]

Just consider a fictitious person in some country setting up a fake review company using classmates abroad with diverse groups of friends and relations.
